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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1 Conclusion  

This research has purposed to find out whether or not there is 

correlation between students’ mastery of past tense and their achievement in 

writing narrative text. Based on data is obtained, the result of this research as 

follows: The average score of past tense is 69.33.7 students acquired very 

good, 10 students acquired good, 5 students acquired fair, 2 students acquired 

poor, and 6 students acquired very poor; The average score of writing 

narrative text is 77,33. 2 students acquired excellent, 12 students acquired very 

good, 10 students acquired good, 4 students acquired poor, and 2 students 

acquired very poor. In this research proved that there is a positive correlation 

between students’ mastery of past tense and their achievement in writing 

narrative text. Other words, to create the correlation between students mastery 

of past tense and writing narrative text, it is also supported by the assessing of 

writing and how organize both test between past tense test and writing test 

well, so that the effectiveness of tests create a substantial research or 0,797. 

This means that r value is higher than r table. Thus X values and Y values 

were correlated each other or    = XY=  .  

5.2 Suggestions 

In this research, the result is achieved well; therefore there are some 

suggestions to enhance the students’ capability in writing narrative text which 

is maintained with good past tense score. The suggestions are the students 
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must study hard to enhance their capability in past tense because it 

interferences their writing narrative text. It is necessary for teachers and also 

the researcher as a teacher to know the factors that interfered students’ writing 

narrative text. On the other hand, teachers must give occasion to the students 

to express their ideas in writing by considering their moody, their health, their 

assumption in learning English, their practice writing and their motivation for 

learning writing. Therefore further research, researcher has to conduct this 

research that has planed well and considering those factors should be 

considered.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


